normal cone to X at x . When X is convex this inclusion is equivalent to (v^.(x) |y-x) < 0 for every yC X . We quote a result of H. BREZIS (196?) , th.2, as an illustration of this point of view.
Proposition
Suppose -X is a compact convex subset of a Hilbert space E and I -f is pseudo-monotone. Then there exists' x^ X such that v,.(x') = f(I) -x€ NX.
In particular, if for each x€-X f(x) -xC T^X , f has a fixed point.
One can get rid of the compactness assumption on X provided
. lim inf (x-f(x)|x) > 0 .
[x|-H-oo
x <-X We do not pursue this line, although more general results (involving multivalued mappings in more general Banach spaces) are likely to hold true.
The following result is a far reaching generalization of the classical Schauder- 1.3. Proposition (B. HALPERN (1965) , (19TO), B. HALPERN -G. BERGMAN (1968) ).
Let X be a non empty convex compact subset of a t.c.s. E and let f : X -> E be continuous. If f(x) -xe T X for each .xe-X then f has a fixed, point.
It is not known whether the result is still true if X is closed and convex and f is compact with v,. = f -I tangent to X . However partial answers are known :
see corollary U.3. and proposition 1 . U . , 1.6. below. (1965) , corollary 21 for the singled valued case) .
Proposition (BREZIS
Let X be a nonempty closed convex subset of a -C-.c.s. E and let F : X ->• E be a closed-convex valued multifunction with closed graph and F(x) compact. If F(x)c X for each x in the boundary 3X of X , then F has a fixed point.
Proof : If int X = 0 , X = 3X and the result is simply Ky Fan's theorem. If int X ^ 0 , we may suppose O^int X so that corollary U.3. below and the relation X -xcT X give the result.
[]
Theorem
Let X be a closed convex subset of a i.c.s. E such that there exists a continuous inf-compact quasi-convex function h : X -»• ]R (i.e. for each n , X = "" l ((-oo^n] ) is convex compact ).If f : X -^ E is compact . and f(x)-x^ T X for each XG.X , then f has a fixed point.
Let us note that the assumption on X is satisfied if E is a normed space and if X is boundedly compact (i.e. its intersection with any closed ball is compact).
Proof : Without any loss of generality we suppose 0&X , h(x) ^ h(0) = 0 for any xdX . We choose a continuous function s : ]R -»• (_0,lJ with s(r) = 0 for r ^ 0 , s(r) = 1 for r ^ T and for xe-X we set
Let xeX .If h(x) < n we have TX =TX as XHU=XnU' for a neighborhood U of x , thus f^(x) -x = s^(x)(f(x)-x) + (t-s^(x))(-x) C Tâ s -x = 0 -x€T X and T X is convex. If h(x) = n , we have f (x) -x = -x x x n 132 and -x^T X as tx6X for t£ [0,1'] , since h is quasi-convex. We may apply proposition 1.3 : there exists x £ X with ^(x^) = \ ' As (x^) is contained in the compact set [b,l] f(X) , (x^) has a limit point x^ in X . We take k > h(x ) and'we choose n $ k + 1 with x in the neighborhood h ((-o°,k)) of x^ in X . Then s^(x^) = 1 , thus x^ = ^^ = ^^ • D If X is a non void closed subset of a n.v.s. E , a vector v€-E is said to be metrically normal to X at xeX if v ^ 0 and if lim inf t d(x+tv,X) = |v| . t ^ 0 Any vector normal to X at x in Bony's sense ( BONY (1969) ) is metrically normal "to X at x. Moreover it is easily seen that if v6T X then v is not metrically normal to X at x .
1.6.Proposition (S. REICH (1976))
Let X be a non void closed convex subset of a Banach space E . If f : X •> E is continuous and such that, for each xc 3X^ f(x) -x is not metrically normal to X at x . Then one of the following conditions implies that f has a fixed point a) X is compact . b) f is compact and E is uniformly convex . c) f is non expansive (|f(x)-f(y)| < |x~y[ tor each (x,y)^ X x X), X is bounded and E is uniformly convex. d) f is a contraction (for some k&(0,l) one has [f(x)-f(y)[ ,< k|x-y | for each (x,y)C X x x).
The proof consists in showing that Pot has a fixed point, P being the metric projection on X , and observing that if x^:P(f(x)) then f(x) -x is metrically normal to X at x . Thus the result is valid if f : X -»• E is nonexpansive, if X has the fixed point property for nonexpansive maps and if X is a nonexpansive retract of some subset Y of E containing f(X). Convex sets which are nonexpansive retracts of the whole space have been recently characterized by B.
BEAUZAMY ; note that if the unit ball or if every closed affine subspace of E is a nonexpansive retract of E , then E is a Hilbert space (H. FAKHOURY (1972) ).
Before leaving the convex case, we give a rather special result. |Let X be a convex compact subset of a t.c.s. E and let F : X -> E be a | multifunction with closed convex graph. If F(X) DX then F has a fixed point.
Proof : Let H= F'^X : for y€X H(y) = {x£ x|y eF(x)}. Its graph G(H) is the symmetric of G(F)nX x X , hence is closed and convex. Hence its values are closed and convex. Ky Fan's theorem implies that there exists xe X such that x€-H(x) ; thus x^F(x). Q §.2. ^CTACTJ:0^0^_^^y^5ffr5
Our main result relies on the following striking fixed point theorem due to J. be lower-semi-continuous such that for each xcM
Then f has a fixed point.
Proof : (J.P. PENOT (1976) ). We order M by setting x >y iff d(x,y)^g(y)-g(x).
We set M(x) = {y€ M|y ^ x} .We define inductively an increasing sequence (x ) in the following way. We choose x arbitrarily and when x ,...,x are given , we choose x . fc M(x ) with g(x ,) < inf g(M(x )) + 1/n. Thus x >, x and for each xGM(x .)CM(x ) we have n+1 n
so that the diameter of M(x ) is not larger than 2/n . As (M,d) is complete the intersection of the deereasingsequence of closed subsets <M(x )) ^ contains exactly one point x^ . This point is a maximal element of (M,<) as x ^ xî mplies x€M(x ) for all n . 
The answer is positive in the special case g(x) = (1-k) d(x,F(x)) with k^-(0,l) and F having a closed graph (this case includes the case F is k-lipschitzian, due to S.B. NADLER (1969)).D
The following notion will dispense us with a compactness assumption.
Definition
Let A be a non void closed subset of a n.v.s. E , let x€.E \ A and let me [p,l] .'A point a6 A is a point of m-attraction of x in A (written.
aeA (x)) if there exists e > 0 such that for every t€ [o,e] d ( Some more examples are given in the following lemmas. The first one shows that any bounded closed subset is attractive for any point which is remote enough.
Lemma
Let Thus for each aeA we obtain (x-a|x) >r(r-|a|) ^ r(r-a) > mr(r+a) ^ mr|x-a| .
For t > 0 small enough we get
thus, for x, = (l-t)x , (x-a|x) ^mr|x,-a| and
Taking the infimum on a^A we get d( 
as (1-t) (y-ta) runs over A as y runs over A . We get
Corollary
I Any half-subspace (or union of half-subspaces) is m-attractive for all m6(0,l).
This follows from the fact that A is m-attractive whenever its boundary 3A is m-attractive.
Lemma
[ Every polyhedral convex subset of a n.v.s. E is m-attrative for every m^(0,l).
Proof :Suppose first that F is a closed linear subspace of E , that p : E -»• E = E/F is the canonical projection and that A = p'^A) for some k-attract-ive subset A of E (endowed with the quotient norm). Then for every m^(0,k)
A is m-attrative as for each x£E\A we have d(
and we can find a€A with m|x-a| ^ k|x-a|, p(a) = a given in \(x) which
If A is a polyhedral subset of E , then there is a closed subspace F with finite codimension, and a polyhedral convex subset A of E/F such that A=p~1(A), p being the canonical projection. The result follows from the first part of the proof and examples a) or b) above as E/F is finite dimensional, [j In the following statements we use the classical Hausdorff distance to define lipschitzian mult if unctions.
Theorem
Let X be a non void complete subset of a normed vector space E , and let F : X-> E be a k-lipschitzian multifunction with closed values (kc[o,l)).
If there exists m > k such that for every x&X the set F (x) of points of m-attraction of x in F(x) has a non void intersection with x + T X , then F has a fixed point.
Corollary
Let X be a non void complete subset of a normed vector space E , and let F : X ^ E be a k-lipschitzian multifunction (kc[o,l) ). The following two conditions ensure that F has a fixed point : a) for every x€ X F(x) -xCT X b) for some me(k,l) , for every x€X , F(x) is m-attractive for x .
These results extends theorem 3.h. in Reich : X is not supposed to be convex, and F is not supposed to be compact-valued.
Proof: We suppose F -has no fixed points and we are going to built an auxiliary mapping f : X -»• X which violates Caristi's fixed point theorem.
We choose q > 0 small enough so that r = v^ -k > 0 and we set g(x) = r d(x,F(x)) , a continuous function. For a given xc X we choose 137 z€.F (x)n (x+T X) and e(x) > 0 such that
. for every te [o,e(x)] , with x, = x + t(z-x). As z-xeT X , we can find t e(0,min(q,e(x))) with
hence we can also find yeX with
It -follows that
Setting y = f(x) and dividing by r we obtain
Thus the self map f : X -> X has no fixed point, contradicting Caristi's fixed point theorem.
[] Now we relax the assumption in theorem 2.10 that F is a contraction. We suppose F is pseudo-strongly-contractive in the following sense : for all r > 0 there exists c > 1 such that for all x,yeX , x'e F(x) , y'€F(y)
This condition strengthens the classical definition of pseudo-contractive mappings (F.E. BROWDER (1967)). If F is a single-valued contraction (with Lipschitz constant ke[o,l)) then F is pseudo-strongly contractive as
Moreover we have the following lemma in which J. denotes the duality mapping of the n.v.s. E . We set u = x -y -, v = x* -y' and we take z £J(u+rv) .
As we may suppose u ^ 0 , z^. is non null (|z | = |u+rv| ^ c |u|) and we can introduce w^. = z^/ |z^| . We have c |u| ^ |u+rv| = < w , u+rv> ^ |u| + r<w ,v> , hence if w is a weak limit point of (w ) as r ->• 0 we have , [] A subset^ X of a t.v.s. E is said to be tangent tally convex if T X is convex for each xrX ; it is said to be pseudo-convex if X-xc^(T X) for each x^X , where eo(A) is the closed convex hull of A .
2.14. Theorem
Let X be a tangentially convex and pseudo-convex complete subset of a normed space E and let F : X-l> E be a lipschitzian pseudo-strongly-contractive multifunction with weakly compact values such that F(x)cx + T X for each x€X .
Then F has a fixed point in X .
If X is weakly compact or if E is a reflexive Banach space and X is weakly closed then the assumptions imply that X is convex (J. BORWEIN, R.O'BRIEN (1976) ).
Thus we are not very far from the convex case. For a related result see K. DEIMLING (197^).
• Proof : Choose r > 0 so small that rF is a contraction mapping. Observe that
is a single-valued contraction mapping : for u = x+r(x-x') , v = y+r(y-y') with x,yCX , x'€ F(x) , y'€ F(y) we have |u-v| ^ c^|x-y| and c < 1. We will show that the domain of G contains X . Given a€ X we define H : X-4> E by
with k = r(r+"l) . H is easily seen to be a contraction mapping. Moreover, for every x€,X we have H(x)-xCT X as TX is convex and F(x) -xcT X, a-x ^ T X. This shows that a belongs to the range of I + r(l-F) which is the domain of G .
The restriction of G to X is a contraction which must have a fixed point as X is complete. This fixed point is also a fixed point for F . Q 
Theorem
Let F : X-t> E be a nonexpansive multifunction with weakly closed values, where E is a Hilbert space and X is a closed subset of E such that for some x ,^-X either (a) X is starshaped w.r.t. x (i.e. x +t(x-x )CX for tC (0,1), x€ X) or (b) X is tangentially convex and x -xG T X for each x£ X .
Then if F(x) -xCT X for each x e 3X and if X is "bounded or contains x
an invariant bounded subset S , then F has a fixed point. AF has a fixed point. As XF is a contraction, we are reduced to show that for each x63X
AF(x)-x CT X (corollary 2.11). We may suppose x = 0 . Let y€F(x) hence y-x 6 T^X . In case (b) we have Ay-x = X(y-x) + (1-A) (-x) € T X as x x -x &T X and T X is convex. In case (a) we can find sequences (t )C]R , The proof we give is a simple abstraction of Kirk's proof.
Proof : Let ^ be the class of non void invariant members of C :
We have M'€ ^ . Using Zorn's lemma, , we first show that ( ^ ,C) has a minimal element. If "Q is a totally ordered subfamily of y then F = -G belongs to C! , is G£Q invariant, and non void by a). Hence F is a lover bound for Ci and ^ is inductive.
Let N€ < ? be a minimal element. We want to show that N is reduced to one .element, hence consists of a fixed point of f . If this is not the case, i.e. if the, diameter 6 of N is strictly positive, there exist a6N and r£(0,6) with NCB'(a,r)., the closed ball with center a and radius r .
Let

P = {x£N [ NCB(x,r)} = Nn f]^ B(y,r) .
Then P ^ 0 , P belongs to C by b) and d). Moreover P is different from N as its diameter is ir^r < 6. If we show that P is invariant, we get a contradiction.
We first observe that the smallest element C€ C which contains f(N) (which exists by b)) is included in N and thus is invariant. Hence C coincides with N .
Then we choose aCP and observe that for every x^N For instance, it is easily shown that any convex(in the riemannian sense) subset of the unit sphere of a Hilbert space with diameter less than 1 has a normal structure,
$.4. AN ELEMENTARY HOMOTOPY ARGUMENT
In this section we develop as the result of a joint work with M. LASSONDE an elementary argument following the lines of A. GRANAS (1976) showing that a fixed-point result on a nonconvex domain is a consequence of a fixed point theorem on a closed convex domain. This argument replaces the use of degree theory ; it relies on the use of special homotopies. As we wish to apply this method to various classes of mappings we follow an axiomatic approach. Our setting takes place in a fixed convex subset of a t.v.s., which is in general either the whole space or a convex cone.
We consider a t. We first give an easy consequence of the preceding axioms.
Lemma
Let X be a closed subset of some Cfc: C with Oc X , let F( M(X,C) with F(X)CC and F(x) = {0} for each x in the relative boundary 8 X of X in C.
Proof : Let ^ ^ M(C,C) be the extension of F by {0} on C \ X (G4) .
As ^(C)CC , ^ has a fixed point x in C (G1). As ^(CYX) = {0} and 0< X, we must have xfc X , thus x«. We show that B is closed in X . Let x£X be the limit of a net (x.). of B.
Using a subnet if necessary, we can find a net (t.). Proof : Suppose x£tF(x) for some (t,x)c (0,1) x 3^x . Then (l" 1 -"! )x^ F(x) -XCT X , and this is a contraction to x ^T X as t" 1 -! > 0 and T X is a x x x cone.
[J When the class M is invariant by translation, any point a in the relative interior of X can replace 0 .
The assumption x^ T X is satisfied if X is a closed proper convex subset of E x -1 with 0€ int(X) : -x<=int(T X) hence belongs to a half-space h ((O,-H»)) containing int(T X)(with h€E') whereas x belongs to'the opposite half-space h" 1^ ,0))., The problem of looking for fixed points of a map is embodied in a broader setting :
one seeks sufficient conditions for a map f : X -»• F , where E and F are t.v.s., X is a subset of E , to have a critical point, i.e. a point a£X with f(a) =0.
We begin with a slight generalization of a classical notion.
Definition
A function h : E -»-B* =]RU{+°°} is said to be pseudo-convex at a point aGdom h if h(x) ^ h(a) whenever ih(a,x-a) = : lim sup t~1(h(a+tv)-h(a)] t^O.v^x-a is non negative.
h is said to be pseudo-convex if h is pseudo-convex at each point of its domain.
It is easy to verify that any continuous convex function is pseudo-convex.
Theorem
Let E and F be t.v.s., .let X be a subset of X , f : X -*• F be any map This notion is weaker than Frechet differentiability but stronger than Gateaux differentiability. It plays a convenient role in optimization theory and optimal control theory.
Note that although! f^a) is not uniquely defined by the preceding definition if a is not interior to X , the value u(x) of u on x-6 T X is independant of the choice of u and will be denoted by f*(a).x.
It is easy to show that if f : X -> F is M-differentiable at Q.€ X with derivative f'(a) then f (a) (T^X)C T^^Y with Y = f(X) . Hence the condition -f(x)€T / ^f(x) is implied by the condition -f(x) e ' f (x) (T X).
Let us remark that the condition used by J.P. AUBIN and F.H. CLARKE is still stronger as they deal with the tangent cone as defined by F.H. CLARKE (or peritangent cone) which is smaller than the usual tangent cone. For instance when E =]R 2 , X = 3R x {0}(J{0} x ]R , the peritangent cone at the origin is {0} whereas T X = X .
Let us state a fixed point theorem as an application of the preceding results.
Corollary
Let E be a dual Banach space (resp. a Banach space), X be a subset of E g : X ->• E be a M-differentiable mapping such that a) (l-g)(X) is, a weakly closed (resp. weakly boundedly compact) in E b) g(x)-x<= (l-g'(x))(T X) for each x e 8X Then g has a fixed point in X .
Proof : Take f = I -g . []
